Active Ants

E-FULFILLMENT | SPEEDPACK
HYBRID
Active Ants is one of the largest e-fulfillment warehouses in the Netherlands. More than
6,000 web shop orders are processed daily. An innovative storage and order picking
system is used to store products in a smart way, after which robots efficiently pick the
products and transport them to the shipping department.
In order to achieve further growth, Active Ants was looking for a way to automate the
labor-intensive manual packaging process of web orders. The packaging solution had to
be integrated into the advanced automatic order transport system. Most web orders
were manually packed in ldpe envelopes with adhesive strip or in carton boxes. The
goals set were generating cost savings, increasing packaging output, enabling to cope
with seasonal order peaks and create space savings.

Audion Speedpack Hybrid Orderfulfillment
Audion Speedpack Hybrid
By connecting the Speedpack Hybrid to Active Ants’ advanced order system, web
orders are now efficiently packed in lay flat tubing, allowing to select the ideal bag
length for each order. The Speedpack Hybrid communicates with the ERP system of
Active Ants and is equipped with a (label) printer that automatically provides the bag
with customer’s shipping data. The Speedpack Hybrid automatically opens up the custom
bag so that the operator can easily load the products into the bag. A packing list printer
facilitates automatic insertion of the packing list. Finally the bag is sealed and
automatically transported to a transporter’s container.
The result
The end result is a custom packed web order, automatically provided with the correct
customer data, in a custom made bag. The order is packed in customer-specific preprinted lay flat tubing or in non-printed film, which are both suitable for e-fulfillment
shipments.
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Cost savings
By selecting the ideal bag length “on the fly” material savings of up to 25% could be
realized.
By switching to a semi-automatic packaging process with Speedpack Hybrid, the
packaging output of Active Ants could be tripled. This resulted into significant savings in
labor costs. The increased packaging output also accommodates the continuing growth
in e-commerce orders and allows them to accurately cope with order peaks.
By having more orders packed by Speedpack Hybrid, savings could be realized on the
relatively expensive material costs of cardboard boxes and ready-to-use shipping
envelopes with adhesive strips.
With Speedpack Hybrid Order fulfillment, Active Ants has acquired a complete solution
for efficiently packaging e-commerce orders in lay flat tubing. Integration of Speedpack
Hybrid into their fulfillment process generated a boost in order efficiency, labor savings
and film savings. Also it allowed them to respond more flexible to order peaks.
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Comments or questions?
CAPTCHA
By sending this contact form Audion assumes that you are aware of our Privacy Policy

Send Message
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